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Abstract. As most are fully aware, cybersecurity attacks are an ever-growing
problem as larger parts of our lives take place on-line. Distributed digital in-
frastructures are no exception and action must be taken to both reduce the se-
curity risk and to handle security incidents when they inevitably happen. These
activities are carried out by the various research infrastructures and it has be-
come very clear in recent years that collaboration with others both helps to
improve the security and to work more efficiently. The Wise Information Secu-
rity for Collaborating e-Infrastructures (WISE) community provides a trusted
framework where security experts can share information on topics such as risk
management, experiences about certification processes and threat intelligence.
With participants from multiple large scale Infrastructures, WISE focuses on
standards, guidelines and practices, and promotes the protection of critical in-
frastructure. To date WISE has published two documents; a risk management
template and a second version of the SCI framework, endorsed by multiple
large-scale infrastructures. In 2018 WISE began work on new areas of rele-
vance to the High Energy Physics community, including a focus on operational
security and incident response for interoperating infrastructures. We present an
overview of the available WISE recommendations, future work and how WISE
brings benefits to the High Energy Physics community.

1 An Introduction to WISE

1.1 Formation

The WISE, Wise Information Security for Collaborating e-Infrastructures, community was
born as the result of a workshop in October 2015, which was jointly organised by the GÉANT
group SIG-ISM (Special Interest Group on Information Security Management) and SCI, the
“Security for Collaboration among Infrastructures" group of staff from several large-scale
distributed computing infrastructures. During the three days spent together it became evident
that there was a need for a more profound collaboration.
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In 2017, endorsement from supporting infrastructures was sought, resulting in signed
statements from the following infrastructures; EGI1, EUDAT2, GÉANT3, GridPP4, HBP5,
MYREN6, PRACE7, SURF8, WLCG9, XSEDE10. Each of these infrastructures “welcomes
the development of an information security community for the Infrastructures, and under-
lines that the present activities by the research and e-Infrastructures should be continued and
reinforced".

1.2 Governance

WISE is governed by a steering committee and project-managed by staff from GÉANT. To
support the community, the Steering Committee maintains the WISE homepage [1] and Wiki
[2].

1.3 Motivation

Research facilities are subject to a wide variety of attacks, including those experienced by
both the Education and Industrial sectors [3]. To mitigate the risk to our computing infras-
tructures, it is necessary to deploy technical and policy measures that minimise the impact
and likelihood of such attacks.

The computing model employed by fields such as High Energy Physics makes use of
distributed resources spanning disparate organisations. Such distribution increases the attack
surface and risk of being compromised. Shared research infrastructures supply thousands of
compute nodes to virtual organisations to be used by registered researchers. The computing
resources in a typical scientific workflow may each be administered by a separate operational
domain; implementing and enforcing policies across all such infrastructure participants is
critical for effective security. Coordinated security incident response and vulnerability man-
agement are just two of the many processes that are fundamental to maintaining an appropri-
ate baseline of operational security.

As research infrastructures become increasingly linked, the need for coherent, common
policies has been highlighted. One such project that is pioneering this interoperation is the
EOSC-Hub project [4], which seeks to provide a single platform for researchers to benefit
from multiple research infrastructures transparently. Users of such platforms can expect a
unified policy landscape that limits the need for them to accept or view duplicate policy
documents. Likewise, holding infrastructure service providers to a single policy set facilitates
best practices and limits the need for edge cases and exceptions. To facilitate this, strong
collaboration towards the development of joint policies is necessary.

One of the key purposes of WISE is to provide the forum to bring relevant individu-
als from different research infrastructures together to work on such topics. Coordination
of policies within a single infrastructure has been found to be challenging - extending this
to multiple infrastructures requires a concerted effort from affected stakeholders. WISE is

1https://www.egi.eu
2https://eudat.eu
3https://www.geant.org
4https://www.gridpp.ac.uk
5https://www.humanbrainproject.eu
6https://myren.net.my
7http://www.prace-ri.eu
8https://www.surf.nl
9http://wlcg-public.web.cern.ch

10https://www.xsede.org
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uniquely placed to provide an independent setting for work on such topics, where infrastruc-
ture representatives can collaborate in an environment that aims to remain politically neutral
and outside the authority of any one particular organisation.

1.4 Objectives

WISE fills an identified gap in the Research and Education sector for a forum in which re-
search and e-Infrastructure representatives can meet, discuss and work together on common
goals. A high level mission statement was developed by the community in early 2018:

The WISE community enhances best practice in information security for IT in-
frastructures for research.

The following statement details how this mission is achieved:

WISE fosters a collaborative community of security experts and builds trust be-
tween IT infrastructures, i.e. all the various types of distributed computing, data,
and network infrastructures in use today for the benefit of research, including
cyberinfrastructures, e-infrastructures and research infrastructures. Through
membership of working groups and attendance at workshops these experts par-
ticipate in the joint development of policy frameworks, guidelines, and templates.

2 Existing WISE Recommendations

WISE working groups commit to produce a range of outputs, some of which go on to become
WISE Recommendations. Notable contributions from working groups that have not been
published as Recommendations include a catalogue of security training material, and white
papers documenting the state of security in big data management. When outputs can be
directly adopted by the wider community in a standalone format, they are published as WISE
Recommendations on the WISE Homepage [1].

2.1 Security for Collaborating Infrastructures (SCI) Framework

SCI, one of the two founding groups of WISE, produced the SCI Framework [5] in 2014
as a method of assessing an infrastructure’s security standing. Several derivatives of SCI
have been produced, notably the Snctfi and Sirtfi Frameworks developed through the AARC
project [6]. A second version of this paper (SCIv2) was published through WISE in 2017
to reflect changes in technology, culture and to improve its relevance to a broad range of
infrastructures.

In particular, SCIv2 addresses the need for security within a changing Identity landscape
[7, 8]. Legacy frameworks and policies in use at infrastructures are typically based on the
assumption that incoming identity credentials are x.509 certificates, issued by Certificate Au-
thorities participating in the Interoperable Global Trust Federation (IGTF)11. The IGTF is a
body that establishes common practices between Certificate Authorities to facilitate trust and
improve assurance in the issued certificate credentials. An increasing number of Research
Communities and infrastructures are in the process of enabling alternative credentials (e.g.
SAML or OIDC) and policies should be updated to reflect those changes and ensure that the
level of trust can be maintained.

SCIv2 can be used by Infrastructures to self assess their security practices in line with
future looking identity models. The framework is shared with CC-BY-NC-SA license12.

11https://www.igtf.net
12https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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2.2 Risk Management

Risk assessment is the overall process of risk identification, risk analysis and risk evaluation.
It is an important activity as part of the implementation of an Information Security Manage-
ment System (ISMS). The implementation of effective security controls depends very much
on a reliable risk assessment, so that the right measures can be taken. Even if an organisation
is not implementing an ISMS conforming to ISO 27001, due to cost or resource limitations
for example, it should still perform risk assessments in an effective way. It should be part of
an organisation’s procedure for the implementation and management of a service.

Large e-infrastructures are vulnerable to high-impact security incidents because of the
relatively easy way that an incident may spread among partner organisations due to the col-
laborative services that exist among them. So it is important that each member organisation
has a trusted level of implemented security procedures.

The WISE RAW (Risk Assessment Working group) has published an easy to use risk
management template with instructions for infrastructures and sites. The template is based
on best practices shared by the participating infrastructures. The template is shared with
CC-BY license13.

3 Future Activities

Following suggestions from members of the WISE community, several new working groups
have been proposed. In contrast to previous work that predominantly focused on the policy
aspects, the new groups are aiming to tackle some more operational concerns in addition to
supporting the policy baseline.

3.1 Incident Response & Threat Intelligence Working Group (IRTI-WG)

The sharing of security information, both proactive threat intelligence and reactive incident
response communication, is a recognised challenge in distributed infrastructures. The chal-
lenges are exacerbated when multiple infrastructures are affected. Threat Intelligence serves
to protect organisations from online attacks by providing them knowledge of potential threats
in advance in order that mitigating measures be taken. An organisation must invest significant
effort in fostering trusted sources of threat intelligence, as well as in deploying the technical
measures able to process incoming data. Incident Response comes into play once an incident
has been detected; assurance that actors will act responsibly (for example by maintaining ev-
idence and respecting confidentiality) and shared information is critical for an incident to be
satisfactorily resolved. Through this working group, WISE aims to develop shared policies,
procedures and tools that enable these processes.

The IRTI-WG will address the following aspects of Incident Response and Threat Intel-
ligence within the WISE community:

• Security Operations Centres (SOCs) that enable alerts on suspicious activity and support
threat intelligence sharing are critical for a robust operational security team. Deploying
SOCs in a distributed infrastructure requires effort from participants since network and sys-
tem logs are similarly distributed and form a key data source for such monitoring systems.
Within WLCG, the SOC working group has proven effective in simplifying deployment of
SOC components and providing training events necessary for infrastructure participants to
successfully integrate their logging information [9]. Extending this model to WISE infras-
tructures would bring significant benefits to the cumulative security baseline.

13https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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13https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

• Incident Response procedures could be deployed on a cross infrastructure basis

• Collating security contacts would bring immediate benefit. Currently it is not always possi-
ble to identify the correct person to be contacted in an incident, or correlate that to a Virtual
Organisation or Infrastructure.

3.2 Security Communications Challenge Coordination Working Group
(SCCC-WG)

Maintaining trust between different infrastructures and domains depends largely on pre-
dictable responses by all parties involved. Many frameworks – e.g. SCI and Sirtfi – and
groups such as the coordinated e-Infrastructures, the IGTF, and the Research and Education
Federations Group REFEDS14, all promote mechanisms to publish security contact informa-
tion, and have either explicit or implicit expectations on their remit, responsiveness, and level
of confidentiality maintained. However, it is a well-recognised fact that data that is not ver-
ified becomes stale: security contact information that is appropriate at time of enrolment in
an infrastructure may later bounce, or have different “characteristics".

One of the ways to ensure contact details are maintained is to “exercise" these contacts
regularly and compare their performance against the expectations or requirements, in what
is usually called “communications challenges". However, with many distinct stakeholders
interested in ensuring correctness of these contact details, it is likely that uncoordinated chal-
lenges have a detrimental effect on responsiveness: tests are duplicated, follow each other
too closely in time, or measure the same aspect of contact responsiveness in different (and
thus potentially confusing) ways. This is likely to “overload" the targets of these challenges,
resulting in disengagement and understandable ill will to participate in the future even in case
of real incidents.

It is also likely that the many different stakeholders value different “aspects" of commu-
nications (timeliness, investigative capability, confidentiality, ability to take action), and have
different expectations. Yet the way of measuring these aspects may be very similar for each of
these stakeholders – it is just their expectations that are different. Running similar communi-
cations challenges by different stakeholders concurrently – where the observed characteristics
are the same but its interpretation different – would again unduly waste resources at the com-
munications end-point. Testing for 7-day responsiveness and a response within 4-business
hours is the same kind of test, and two infrastructures, each interested in one of these options,
should likely do a single combined challenge.

Yet there are also different types of challenges, and the collaborating infrastructures
may each have expertise in different aspects of such challenges. Some groups run email-
responsiveness challenges as a matter of course (e.g. TF-CSIRT15, SURFcert16), others spe-
cialise in either “white-box" or “black-box" challenges where also the operational capability
and the ability to react to actionable intelligence is an integral part of the challenge (e.g. the
EGI Security Service Challenges). These different aspects of communications challenges
should be taken into account, and both provide significant value to all WISE infrastructures if
the detailed results are shared, yet also these different types must still be coordinated in time,
because the operational challenges implicitly also measure responsiveness (and thus provide
valuable data on that point as well). Doing the latter shortly after the former would again be
annoying for the targets of the challenge.

The SCCC-WG will address the following aspects of security communications challenge
(CC) coordination:

14https://refeds.org
15https://tf-csirt.org
16https://www.surf.nl/diensten-en-producten/surfcert/index.html
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• Coordination of “CCs recipient groups" among participating infrastructures making sure
that targets are not overloaded by coinciding or overlapping challenges, for example by
designating a lead infrastructure for each category of targeted entities

• Transitivity of trust in CC results between infrastructures for example by specifying the
level of disclosure detail for CCs between trusted infrastructures, by using an SCI evalua-
tion framework approach to it, or by coordination of testing and success criteria. How can
requests for CCs between infrastructures be handled, e.g. in response to changing needs or
a changed risk assessments; or as remediation after an incident in which communications
did not meet expectation.

• Definition of CC models and classification the “depth" of the CC testing is a balance be-
tween the level of trust gained (more profound testing and good results gives more trust)
and expediency (asking the recipient to respond to a mail or click a link consumes less
resources than requesting forensic investigation of a simulated incident of deliberately un-
known nature).

• Frequency of CCs simple communications challenges are often performed one or several
times per year (e.g. for TF-CSIRT, by SURFcert for the SURFconext federation, EGI Op-
erations on their sites). Complex challenges are less frequent (e.g., the “black-box trace-
ability" trials of the EGI Security Service Challenges take place once every 1-2 years).
Following a CC model classification, propose an appropriate frequency for each class.

The SCCC-WG should thereafter become a standing interest group in the WISE commu-
nity that maintains a timetable of planned CCs (to prevent overlap), provides a lightweight
mechanism to request and coordinate CCs, and promotes the sharing of results with qualified
peer infrastructures.

3.3 Security for High Speed Transmissions Working Group (S4HST-WG)

Security is one of the main drivers in information technology today. Making your local net-
works more and more secure will add overhead to all involved software and hardware com-
ponents. A controversial discussion has arisen in recent years. Should every kind of traffic be
handled similarly? Can we have different security policies or infrastructure environments for
e.g. business and science data? Do we need all these security components for every action
taking part in our networks?

One of these discussions has led to the “Science DMZ" [10] network architecture. Why
doing deep inspection of packets on the communication path (Intrusion prevention), where
risks are minimal or nearly zero, and using instead intrusion detection techniques (Bro clus-
ters)?

This working group focuses on the security aspects of the “Science DMZ architecture"
and its security risks. Are all components sketched in the concept really needed, do we
need more? What is missing, what are the drawbacks? Can we offer similar concepts fitting
different scenarios?

The second question we would like to answer follows consequently. Why are we intro-
ducing “Science DMZs"? The answer is obviously: To make transfers faster. But which tools
are out there and what are their advantages/disadvantages? Which ones should be used for
optimal high speed transmissions? Which are easy to be setup and used?

The S4HST-WG intends to focus on those two aspects from which two whitepapers will
be produced:

• Security level of Science DMZs and similar approaches and

• Secure high speed data transmissions
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4 Impacts on the High Energy Physics Community

The High Energy Physics community is able to benefit from WISE in the coming years in
multiple ways. Some key items that deserve highlighting include:

• WISE provides a unique forum for ongoing trust building between security representatives
at infrastructures including EGI, OSG17, XSEDE, EUDAT, to name but a few. The foster-
ing of trust is necessary to ensure collaborative operational security and incident response
and should be supported by opportunities to meet face-to-face, as provided by WISE Work-
shops [7].

• It is anticipated that WLCG will leverage EOSC-Hub policies at a later stage of integra-
tion. This is part of a general effort to adopt interoperable policies and brings the addi-
tional benefit of updating policies to consider the latest legal obligations such as the Euro-
pean Union General Data Protection Regulation. By participating in WISE, High Energy
Physics (HEP) is able to influence the direction of such policies to suit WLCG use cases
from the beginning and streamline future adoption.

• The planned Working Group for Operational Security, comprising both preventative threat
intelligence and coordinated incident response, addresses an identified gap in the HEP
Software Foundation Roadmap [11].

• Multiple experiments within the High Energy Physics community are in the process of
enabling, or have already rolled out, authentication and authorisation infrastructures that
support non-x.509 certificates, such as SAML identities from eduGAIN [12]. In order to
maintain our baseline of authentication assurance, it is essential that such identity providers
are trustworthy and cooperative. One aspect of this is regular testing of responsiveness of
Identity Providers, an item to be coordinated by the SCCC-WG.

5 Summary

The WISE community provides a forum for collaboration between infrastructures on security
topics, with the aim to promote best practices at participating organisations. The High Energy
Physics community both contributes to WISE Recommendations and benefits from them,
through individuals’ participation in the Steering Committee, workshops and working groups.
As WISE turns to cover more operational security aspects, its impact is predicted to increase.
WISE fills an identified gap for security coordination between infrastructures as identified in
the HEP Software Foundation Roadmap [11].
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